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Wang Mao considered Samuel gratefully. If Samuel did not act with him, it would certainly 

not be as simple as losing face on the chessboard today. 

Shangguan Heibai looked Samuel up and down disdainfully and stated, “Alright, when your 

disciple loses, you can battle once again. Yet I encourage you to be prepared as soon as 

possible.” 

Shangguan Heibai was very positive in Ouyang Xiujie’s toughness. Nevertheless, Ouyang 

Xiujie was his thoroughly trained devotee. If he can not even defeat Wang Mao’s disciple, it 

would be a waste of effort. 

Ouyang Xiujie looked listless. It appeared that he was not interested in playing chess with 

Samuel at all. 

Xu Huan brought the chessboard. Ouyang Xiujie held White, Samuel played Black. The chess 

game formally began. 

If Samuel could not win Ouyang Xiujie, this battle would certainly be unavoidable for him. 

As well as if Samuel shed, he would certainly practically lose. 

 

The only individual really did not care about the scene was Shangguan Heibai. He didn’t 

also care concerning the process of playing chess. 

As the saying goes, enjoying the game is a smart move. When the video game began, the 

whole association was silent. Every person was absorbed in viewing the adjustments of the 

game. 

In their point of view, there was an overwhelming toughness gap in between Shangguan 

Heibai as well as Wang Mao, and the strength void in between their devotees was naturally 

substantial. However, as the game gradually unfolded, every person’s expressions changed. 

 

The success in the chessboard was clearly inclined toward Samue. The speed at which 

Ouyang Xiujie placed his chess piece came to be slower and slower, which likewise showed 



that he remained in problem. It was shocking that Wang Mao really had such a powerful 

pro-disciple! 

They had never become aware of this prior to. Could it be that Wang Mao was intentionally 

hiding his toughness? 

With the end of the video game, the result had not been determined yet, yet people with 

discerning eyes could see the outcome. 

Possibly Shangguan Heibai, who had actually never taken a look at the scenario of the chess 

game, stated to Ouyang Xiujie, “We’ve wasted so much time. It’s virtually time.” 

This tip was unquestionably a huge stress for Ouyang Xiujie. After hearing this sentence, 

Samuel only included some words, “It’s nearly the moment.” 

Adhering to which, Blackie’s strikes transformed the globe upside down. White’s army fell 

apart, and also the victor’s hand fell. Ouyang Xiujie’s face transformed ashy as death. 

” He shed, he actually lost.” 

” I didn’t expect it to be like this.” 

” Awesome. I really did not anticipate there to be such an effective individual.” 

Paying attention to the sighs of the members of the Organization, Shangguan Heibai 

grinned proudly. “Isn’t it regular for his apprentice to be effective?” 

” Wang Mao, it’s your turn,” Shangguan Heibai said to Wang Mao. 

Wang Mao transformed his head and also considered Shangguan Heibai as well as claimed 

with a smile, “Your devotee has actually already lost. What’s the factor of me fighting him 

once more?” 

Upon hearing this, Shangguan Heibai’s face transformed cold and also said, “Exactly how is 

this feasible? How could my devotee shed? Do you still wish to lie in front of numerous 

people?” 

” Senior Shangguan, it holds true that your disciple lost.” 



” What’s more, he shed a lot.” 

” I didn’t anticipate the chairman to have such an effective adherent. He actually hid it well.” 

Shangguan Heibai strolled to the front of the chessboard. He saw that the white had shed 

completely, while Ouyang Xiujie had a hideous expression on his face. 

” I really shed!” 

He really lost! 

I allow you down,” Ouyang Xiujie stated in discomfort. Ouyang Xiujie felt remarkable stress 

throughout the procedure of playing chess, and he was almost pushed to the ground. 

Shangguan Heibai gritted his teeth and also said coldly, “I’ve warned you, do not let your 

guard down. Have you turned a deaf ear to my words?” 

In Shangguan Heibai s opinion, Ouyang Xiujie must have underestimated his opponent, 

which was why he shed to Samuel. 

Ouyang Xiujie knew that even if he used 100% of his strength, it was difficult for him to win. 

“Senior Shangguan, may I ask if you can provide me some guidance?” Samuel unexpectedly 

asked. 

 


